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Markets to receive clues about Fed’s
views on jobs
WASHINGTON (MarketWatch) — It may be hard to imagine after
the stellar jobs report, but notes from a recent Federal Reserve
meeting are likely to show this week that some central bank officials
were recently concerned about the labor market.
The minutes, to be released Wednesday, are for the Fed’s June
meeting, which occurred before the U.S. Labor Department reported
that employers ratcheted up hiring to a net gain of 288,000 nonfarm	
  
jobs last month. When the Fed met in June , all officials knew was
that nonfarm employment gains had been north of 200,000 per month
since February.
There’s been concern about the degree to which a falling
unemployment rate is overstating labor-market strength.
“You’ll see, once again, general agreement that the labor market has
been improving, but there will be difference in opinion about the drop
in the unemployment rate,” said Jim O’Sullivan, chief U.S. economist
at High Frequency Economics.
Officials have also been eyeing tepid wage growth.
“Not all is rosy, especially from the Federal Reserve’s perspective,”
said Doug Duncan, chief economist at federally controlled mortgagefinance giant Fannie Mae. “Despite the improved pace of hiring, wage
gains remain weak, implying the persistence of considerable slack in
the labor market.”
Fed watchers can also look for hints in the June minutes about
whether officials further considered an idea from William Dudley ,
president of the regional Fed bank in New York, about moving first on
interest rates before tackling the central bank’s stimulus-swollen
balance sheet.

“The [Fed’s June] meeting itself didn’t have a lot of excitement. The
minutes could be more interesting and offer a bit more detail about
the exit plan,” said Gennadiy Goldberg, a U.S. strategist at TD
Securities.
Or, there may be no new information on that front, with officials
waiting until their next meeting for a detailed conversation.
“I think the discussion of potential tools regarding exit strategy will
have continued, but I don’t expect the minutes will reveal any clear
consensus at this stage as to the exact mechanics of it,” said Andrew
Grantham, an economist at CIBC World Markets.
Aside from the release of the Fed minutes, this week’s economic
calendar is fairly light. There will be reports on small businesses, job
turnover and consumer credit.
The latter may be of interest after the 10.2% surge in consumer credit
in April.
“The growing dependence on debt could prolong consumer spending
a few more months,” said Bernard Baumohl, chief global
economist at The Economic Outlook Group. “But in the absence
higher real wages, this type of consumption cannot last much longer,
certainly not if we see both gas prices and inflation-driven interest
rates edge higher later this year.”
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